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“Digital art has become a major current of artistic
expression within contemporary art.
It engenders other innovative concepts such as
dynamic art which adds movement to images and
gives digital creations the breath of life that the
surrealists dreamt of.
Dynamic art uses a concept of perpetual movement as
a basis for artistict creation. It is founded on the
progress of time and its action on the artistict
environment.”
Patrick Goubet
Artist and founder of ArtDisplay
www.artdisplay.fr
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INTRODUCTION
IFA 2008 – It REALLY IS the World’s First True “Lifestyle” Show!
Not content to be the world’s leading trade show for consumer electronics, IFA 2008 goes one step further, including home
appliances. This bold move is in fact very much in harmony with the streamlining of marketing efforts by the world’s biggest electronics
manufacturers in the same sense. Indeed, companies such as Philips now have a “lifestyle” division, wherein white goods and brown
goods have merged together. It also comes from consumer buying trends. Today, couples tend to flock to major electronics stores to
look on the one hand at such things as Home Entertainment systems, but also to look at new technology fridges, cookers, washing
machines and dryers. IFA now gives you’re the chance to do the same thing – at the biggest (and only) fair of its kind in the world.
But what’s new on the CE side? This year there are some major advances in TV technologies meaning TVs are getting thinner still, and
image quality is further improving. On top of that, power consumption is coming down, and all companies are taking a closer look at
how to become more “eco friendly”. The ultra-flat screen trend is also encouraging the manufacturers of audio equipment to develop
a whole range of new solutions. IFA 2008 will be presenting a wide range of compact, slim audio products with sound and styling
that are perfectly in tune with today's home cinemas.

Richard Barnes
Editor in Chief

Mobility - the next big trend
Mobile devices for entertainment, navigation and communication are among the main factors driving the expansion of the consumer
electronics sector. That is why innovations in this field, and above all the latest advances in sat-nav equipment, are of particular
importance at IFA 2008. Mobile phones with built-in television viewing facilities are becoming an increasingly important subject at IFA.
The decision by the European Commission to support DVB-H as a uniform standard for the whole of Europe will lead to significant
advances in mobile television.

Bettina Badon
Project Manager

Totally networked media
Photos from a digital camera or mobile phone, videos from camcorders, music from MP3 players or from computers, games from
consoles or movies from Blu-ray Disc players – all this content can be made available throughout the home thanks to intelligent
network solutions, without any cables and of course in HD quality. All in all, fascination, exciting new experiences and simpler controls
are just some of the features of the innovative developments in consumer electronics that can be seen at IFA 2008. A more
responsible attitude to natural resources is the other major theme of the CE innovations, and many impressive examples can be seen
at IFA 2008.
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IFA...

listening to the market…
Dr. Göke, it looks like it’s going to be
another successful IFA this year but
with a lot of changes from last year…
Tell us about the 2008 edition…

Dr. Christian GÖKE
Chief Operating Officer

Dr. Christian Göke studied law in
Münster and Bologna and obtained a
doctoral degree in 1992. He went on
to be a business consultant at Roland
Berger & Partner, then the Division
Head of Communication Events and
Leisure Events, New Business
Development at Messe Frankfurt
GmbH in 1997. Since April 1, 2001 he
has been Chief Operating Officer of
Messe Berlin GmbH. Through his
vision, IFA has grown from a twoyearly basis to an annual event again
and one of the biggest CE shows in
the world.
Messe Berlin GmbH

Messedamm 22
D-14055 Berlin
Tel: +49 (30) 3038-0

www.ifa-berlin.com

Well there are tons of changes. The
major change will be the integration
of the home appliance industry, the
so called “white goods” industry.
This is a historic change in the
concept of IFA and we will be looking
forward to it.

You mentioned recently that there
was an increase in trade attendees at
the 2007 IFA. That’s very impressive
and must make you very happy.
Well it makes us happy because it’s
the basis for us to build upon this
integration of the white goods
industry. Bear in mind that the trade
visitors, at the end of the day, are our
core customers, because they are
the core customers of the exhibitors,
and they are the ones paying us! So
when we are able to increase the
figures of international trade visitors,
our exhibitors are happy. If our
exhibitors are happy, that’s our life
insurance.

An overall increase from 2005, 2006,
and up to 2007, what are some of the
figures?
We had an increase in international
trade visitors’ figures with regards to
Europe in every single European
country with the exception of
Switzerland. And it was all in the
range of 20, 30 40%, some up to
70%. And that, in terms of an
established lead event, is an amazing
increase. And I have to say that
obviously our concept worked out
and we will definitely continue on this
path.

© photo: IFA

Back to the Home Appliances at IFA,
people are probably wondering how
important that is for IFA. Can you tell
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me a little more about the reasoning
behind bringing in home appliances
to IFA?
We are doing nothing else but trying
to mirror what is happening in the
market. On the retailer’s side, for the
last years, this migration has already
been taking place. In any superstore,
you will find consumer electronics
and you will find white goods. The
consumers do not differentiate
between consumer electronics and
the white good industry. In fact we
conducted a survey recently in
Europe and asked what were the top
ten electronic products in a
consumer’s household. 5 out of the
top 10 were white goods and the rest
were consumer electronics. So the
consumers and the retailers already
anticipated this step. Now let’s focus
on
the
manufactures’
side:
historically, the manufacturers had a
division for the white goods, and one
for consumer electronics. There
seems to be a trend now to combine
those two. Phillips was the first to
move, calling it “consumer lifestyle
products”. So what is left? What is left
is that there used to be one global
lead event for home appliances and
another one for CE (IFA)… and only
some minor national shows already
displaying both segments. We feel
that a trade show has to be the
perfect mirror picture of the market
and this is why we went for this
integration this year.

Tell me about the recent press event
in Spain, some of the press statistics.
We hope we are able to fulfil the
needs of our journalist friends. We
started out this endeavour in Athens
two years ago, where we
concentrated our international press
activities on one weekend. Formerly,
we visited some 20-25 countries, on
a national basis and then we thought,
why don’t we combine it in one major
www.cleverdis.com

© photo: IFA
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event? What if we can bring 250
international journalists for one
weekend? And why don’t we do this
in a more relaxed atmosphere, giving
us the time to really go in depth with
the journalists and to convey our
message in a more relaxed
environment? It all worked out.
Athens was a good start, Monte
Carlo surpassed everything, it was a
www.cleverdis.com

great event, and now once again, I
think our locations scouts have done
a great job.
The environment in Mallorca was
breathtaking and the feedback we
are getting is that we should continue
in this way because it seems as if the
journalists really enjoyed this
weekend and that was exactly what
we tried to achieve.

It’s part of the overall effort of IFA to
welcome international journalists in
fact.
Absolutely.
The
international
journalists are our great leverage.
That’s exactly what we are aiming at,
and that’s the only was to convey
brand positioning and brand images.
New Digital Solutions / September 2008 /
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A voice from the
Industry…
IFA is now the Lifestyle Show!

Hans-Joachim
KAMP
Member of the supervisory board - GFU

Since February 2005 Hans-Joachim
Kamp is the current CEO of Philips
Germany, Austria, Switzerland and
the speaker of the management
board of Philips GmbH. He was born
in 1948 and studied in Hamburg
business administration. In 1975 he
began his career at Philips and in
1990 simultaneously became a
member of the management board of
Philips
Consumer
Electronics
Germany and manager of the topselling business segment. The
supervisory board selected Kamp in
1999 as CEO of the company. Beside
his function at Philips, Mr. Kamp
devotes his time to volunteering.
Since 1998 he is a member of the
supervisory board of the society for
communication
and
consumer
electronics (gfu) and chairman of the
IFA Committee in Berlin.

decision to present IFA in this new
scope than in the past. 90% of our
international visitors and trade visitors
are selling products in both areas, so
this approach is the right one. If we’re
looking at digitalisation, one thing is
clear: the flat display is now the
centre of the household. We have
bigger screen sizes and better
features and 50% of traditional CE is
now based on televisions. Now if I
look at the periphery, it is quite clear
that Blu-ray will be one of the main
drivers as it has now become
standard. We expect that by the end
of this year, there will be more than
1.2 million Blu-ray players in German
households alone, and probably there
will be an increase in other countries
... and next year it will be more than
doubled to 2.8 million, and the year
after that it will be more than 5
million. So Blu-ray will be one of the
main drivers for the latter part of this
year.

Another trend is towards home
networking. We’ve seen Loewe for

example with a great new system.
This is going to mean that people will
want TVs all over their homes
because they can network to a
source…
Yes, I think this is one of the key
points in the decision making process
of the consumer. It must be easy to
operate and the solution must be
future oriented, and that we have
industry standards. Especially in the
cable industry we had some
problems coming to a standard and I
think it was a real breakthrough that
we now have a future specification,
so that we can integrate this in the
sets and this will be a main topic for
consumers.

It must be exciting that HD is finally
becoming more available in Europe.
Yes, for us in Germany we have to
see who the frontrunners in the
industry are, but we still need support
from the trade and press to explain
that HD will also be a main driver. We

www.gfu.de
What will we be seeing in terms of
new trends for IFA 2008?
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On one hand, we have had a fantastic
consumer climate in the first half of
this year so we are optimistic that
digitalisation will further improve our
business and on the other hand, in
the new set-up of IFA where CE
products and home appliances will be
combined, I think we made the right
www.cleverdis.com
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also need to discuss with the
broadcasters that they need to do
more to elevate our ranking because
currently Germany is #10 in Europe.

In terms of IFA visitors, it looks like it
will be much more international.
Absolutely. If I look at co-operations
we have started with our key partners
in trade, it looks very successful. We
have signed strategic partnerships
with all the main cooperation groups
in Europe such as Euronics, expert,
and so on. They all are committed to
bringing their international dealers to
IFA. If I listen to our international
organisation on who will visit Berlin,
then I’m absolutely sure that we will
have 20-30% more international trade
visitors than last year and this will be
a real record.
www.cleverdis.com

This is becoming THE biggest
international consumer electronics
show.
In terms of size it is the biggest show.
This year, Messe Berlin had to build
two temporary halls. We will invest
more than 1 million euros so that we
can bring all the industrial companies
here to IFA.
On the other hand we expect more
consumer and trade visitors. We are
also expecting more than 3 billion
euros in sales orders in the end. So is
it not only a trade show where we are
presenting products, but we are also
selling them, and that is one thing
that is special to IFA.

Finally, with the white goods at IFA,
has the feedback been good so far?

I said for a long time ago that it fits
us to integrate home appliances at
IFA. What I have heard now from
the white goods manufacturers is
that they are very enthusiastic to
come to the show. We can see a
match of some technical aspects
from white goods and from the CE
sector. I am 100% sure that in
2009 it will be even much bigger.

So I guess to conclude, we can
really call it the lifestyle show.
Yes, it’s not only a lifestyle show
but it’s also an entertainment
show. One thing is clear… Cooking
is one of the most popular TV
shows and I’m sure the white
goods industry will bring their
Michelin
Star
chefs
and
demonstrate this very well.
New Digital Solutions / September 2008 /
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Our Selection of Awesome New Products at IFA 2008

COLOUR TRENDS
WHITE IS BACK… WITH A LITTLE BLACK
It’s clear (pardon the pun) … white is back as a
trend at IFA 2008. After the grey and silver
period a few years back, piano black became the
trend, but last year we already saw some
manufacturers bringing in white as an
alternative, such as Philips with the new Aurea
TV range.

This year, white is even more prominent with several top
manufacturers, and styles of electronic goods are following
those of cars… losing the round edges and becoming more
angular.

Some of the more
noticeable examples in
the A/V field include
Philips with the new
“Vision 9” Series by
Grundig, the “Brilliant
Pearl” Aurea TV, and
Leowe with their stylish
new white TV/player
combination.

8
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PC’s are no exception to the rule either, with the
latest ranges from Fujitsu Siemens computers
(both laptops and desktops) in a piano white
finish with black trim, and design becoming
much more angular. Medion’s brand new
netbook is another example.

Home appliances are following similar trends.
Refrigerators are tending back to white again, but at
IFA, you’ll be able to see some of the latest BLACK
white goods. An example is the new ultra-heavy
duty standard sized washing machine from LG
Electronics.

Fridges are tending to white again in 2008. Here, the latest
offering from LG Electronics.

Technology is STILL Important!!
The clean white look is part of an overall trend towards more stylish products, with design increasingly becoming
the differentiating factor between two brands, rather than simply the technology underneath. This is not to say that
the technology is all the same, because it isn’t. Technology continues to advance in leaps and bounds, and while
design is becoming more important again, you should take the time to check out what’s inside, and whether the
performance will be up to your expectations. Most of the time it probably will be, but when choosing a TV for
example, with the onset of HD TV, not only is the number of pixels important (i.e. HD Ready or “Full HD”?), but
contrast ratio and moving image quality are also important. Don’t trust spec sheets. If you want to use a TV to
watch sports or adventure films in the evening, compare TVs with fast moving images in a dimly lit space. A TV
with a good published refresh rate (i.e. the speed of transfer between two images) might still give blurry fast
moving images. So the golden rule is “compare with your eyes, not on paper”.

www.cleverdis.com
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FLAT SCREEN TELEVISIONS IN
SENSATIONAL FORMATS
When flat screens using LCD and plasma technology began finding
their way into the home they were met with a very enthusiastic
response. This was mainly because they fulfilled a long-felt want: for
the first time displays could be hung on a wall like pictures. The latest
generation of equipment represents the next quantum leap with
screens so thin that they almost melt into the wall. IFA 2008 will
feature a number of LCD models in housings with a thickness of only
1.5 inches (3.8 cm). And that is just the beginning. The prototypes that
are now being shown indicate that they can be made even slimmer: 1
cm (0.4 inch) is the next stage in screen evolution. At the same time
screen areas are now available that would have been thought of as
impossible only a short while ago, with diagonals of up to 150 inches
(381 centimetres).

Panasonic shows World’s First Truly Converged TV

This year at IFA, Panasonic’s new VIERA PZ850 series Plasma HDTV’s with VIERA CAST will be launched for the
European market. They enable consumers, using the new and elegant Panasonic VIERA CAST interface, to easily
browse, find and watch free videos from YouTube and view photos from their Picasa Web Albums in the comfort
of their living room. At IFA, you’ll be able to discover not only this, but also the “TV of the Future” – the new ultrathin Plasma TV, which, thanks to new “luminance efficiency” uses half the energy of current models! You can also
see the world’s biggest Plasma TV (150”), which uses new PDP technologies.
(Don’t forget to pick-up a full SPECIALreport outlining Panasonic’s latest technologies at the Panasonic stand or at
many information points at IFA).

Cleverdis Editor in Chief with Panasonic 150” Plasma TV
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CRYSTAL DESIGN
The Samsung design team made a
decision to move away from the recent
emphasis on high glossy black and create
a new look that would, as they say,
“delicately meld the simplicity and
elegance of pure crystal with a hint of
colour.” The goal was to push the
traditional boundaries of TV design with
an emotional appeal to natural beauty. The
result is a TV with subtle colour
gradations that, to the eye, shift hues
depending on lighting in the room. “We
wanted people to be able to look, touch,
and feel real craftsmanship in the design
and materials we use,” said chief designer
Yun-je Kang. “Crystal was the ideal
material for emulation because it’s simple
yet graceful. And even the same pieces in
a series come out just a little bit different
from the next, making it a very personal
product to own.”

Speaking of Crystals!
There’s DEFINITELY something for the
ladies at IFA 2008.
Over the past couple of years, design has played an
increasingly important role in the Consumer
Electronics world. Recognising this, Philips and
Swarovski came together last year with their first
“high fashion” accessories. This year, they’re back at
IFA with the new “Active Crystals” range. Each
bejewelled design statement reflects the key values
of both Philips and Swarovski, poetry of precision, art,
elegance, passion and expertise. The new collection
includes a stunning selection of a Bluetooth headset
and four USB memory keys.

www.cleverdis.com
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LCD TV FINALLY RIVALS PLASMA FOR CONTRAST AND
BLACK LEVELS
LED Backlighting Hits Market with latest Philips TV Offering…
On top of the new “Aurea” TV, Philips are setting a new
benchmark for LCD picture quality with the introduction
of the ground-breaking 42PFL9803 FlatTV equipped
with LED backlighting technology at IFA 2008. Thanks to
its LED backlight, featuring 2D Dimming control over
128 individual areas, the 42PFL9803’s black level can
now compete with the best plasma TV sets. Des
Power, Senior Vice President Marketing Television,
Philips Consumer Lifestyle, explains: “Philips new LED
Backlighting technology is a true milestone in the
ongoing evolution of our FlatTV range. Not only does
the new 42PFL9803 offer the unique LED LUX
Backlighting technology, but it also features groundbreaking Philips technologies, including the latest
generation of Perfect Pixel HD engine and the
immersive Ambilight Spectra system.”

OLED TV COMES TO IFA!
OLED, meaning “Organic Light Emitting Diode”
technology, has been under development for
many years, hesitating to hit the market due to
lifetime issues and cost of production. Finally,
however, Sony has made the brave step of
launching OLED TV onto the market, and in our
talks with other manufacturers it has become
evident that OLED will become more and more
commonplace in the next couple of years.
Sony's OLED TV, the XEL-1, boasts a 3-millimetre
thin panel and offers unparalleled picture quality
with amazing contrast, outstanding brightness,
exceptional colour reproduction, and a rapid
response time. It delivers astounding
performance in all the key picture quality
categories. OLED technology can completely
turn off pixels when reproducing black, resulting
in more outstanding dark scene detail and a
contrast ratio of 1,000,000:1. OLED also creates
unmatched colour expression and detail and
enables rapid response times for smooth and
natural reproduction of fast moving images like
those found in sports and action movies.
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BLU-RAY DISC COMES OF AGE
HD-DVD is dead… and Blu-ray comes out of the battle victorious. But that doesn’t mean Blu-ray Disc Player
manufacturers are resting on their laurels. At IFA 2008, expect to see a whole new generation of Blu-ray Disc
players, with increased networking capability. An example is the new Panasonic DMP-BD50, the company’s third
generation Blu-ray disc player – what they term “the ultimate playback source for high definition 1080p content”.
Blu-ray media offers a wide range of functions that foster the transition to HD - including 1080p image quality,
lossless Dolby TrueHD and DTS-HD Master Audio and versatile Picture-in-Picture applications. The BD50 adds the
new BD-Live function, which uses the internet to further enhance the consumer’s entertainment experience and
employs VIERA Link, a technology that allows the consumer to operate VIERA Link equipped home cinema
components with a single remote.

A PROJECTOR IN YOUR MOBILE PHONE? WHY NOT?
Incredible new DLP “Pico” technology
on show at IFA for the first time from
Texas Instruments enables handheld
and mobile projection products. While
products have not started shipping yet,
TI will be demonstrating the concept
which has already received a lot of
attention and interest... as it takes
projection technology to a whole new
level. The convenience factor of walking
around with a projector in your pocket
and pulling it out anytime for a
presentation is very attractive! Optoma
have released a prototype, and other
brands are reportedly looking at
integrating Pico projection engines in
mobile-phone sized devices!

www.cleverdis.com
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FIND YOUR WAY HOME!
Top Personal Navigation Device Manufacturers Showcase Lighter, Higher Performance
Units at IFA 2008!
With “Fresh Maps”, NAVIGON Offers Map Updates for navigation devices
every three months, for 24 months
Up-to-date map material plays an increasingly important role in navigation devices.
More than 1000 kilometres of infrastructure change every year in Europe. That is all
the more frustrating when the navigation device displays a turning situation that in
fact no longer exists. The solution to this problem is offered by NAVIGON, with a
unique service: “NAVIGON FreshMaps”. Every three months, the navigation expert
now provides a full data package from the map professionals NAVTEQ, covering the
whole of Europe, available for download. This update includes the full map content,
with road data for new and altered roads, and including special destinations. Via the
free-of-charge online service NAVIGON Fresh, the new maps are easily downloaded
to the individual navigation device from the Internet. The program is available on the NAVIGON homepage
www.navigon.com, and is installed on the PC with just a few clicks. In addition to the new service “NAVIGON
FreshMaps”, regular flash or software updates
for NAVIGON products are also available.

NEW TOMTOM GO X30 SERIES AT IFA
The New TomTom GO range features unique IQ Routes technology and Advanced Lane
Guidance.
The TomTom GO x30 series comes with a fresh new look and high quality user interface. Its features and content
include IQ Routes, Advanced Lane Guidance and Map Share, as well as Bluetooth hands-free connectivity. Drivers
also have easy access to detailed traffic
information through the RDS-TMC Traffic
Receiver, which is included in the box in the
Traffic models. The innovative new IQ Routes
technology provides users with the most
efficient route planning on the market today. It
considers all possible options to its final
destination, taking into account any situations
that may delay a driver’s journey, such as traffic
on roundabouts, speed bumps or traffic lights. It
also takes into account the traffic situation on
weekends and week-days, ensuring that
TomTom GO always selects the fastest route,
putting drivers back in control of their daily route
planning.
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MAKING YOUR LIFESTYLE DESIGN
BECOME A REALITY
More than just the TV…
Think about wall mounting or specialist A/V furniture
I’ve Got the Power!

Until recently it was hard to choose
a wall mount or the right kind of
furniture for LCD or Plasma TV. With
European HQ in the Netherlands,
worldwide giant Sanus Systems
have brought their expertise to the
fore when it comes to choosing the
right solution for your new TV.
Thanks to highly explicative in-store
displays and intensive reseller
education provided by Sanus, not to
mention the online “MountFinder”,
buyers feel much more comfortable
in their choice. This is important, as
Sanus are constantly innovating and
have a very wide product range.

You can now “power up” your TV
mount, thanks to 2 fabulous new
motorised products being launched
onto the European market by Sanus:
the LMT15 and the MMS18. This
new units, part of the “Vision
Mount” series, mean you can layout your living room in all kinds of
new ways, re-orienting the TV at the
touch of a button. When the TV is
switched off, it automatically
retracts against the wall. When
switched back on, the mount
automatically takes it back to its last
memorised position! Imagine the
decoration possibilities!

LMT15: This motorised mount is
able to support flat screens from 37
to 60 inches. It inclines up and down
and sends TV flush to wall when off.
It comes in an elegant black design.
MMS18: The MMS18 goes one step
further, not only inclining TV up and
down but also in any angle from side
to side, thanks to “Virtual Axis”
technology. Suitable for TVs or
monitors from 26 to 46 inches.

You can visit Sanus at IFA in hall 25,
booth 14 and in the hall of fame with
their Plus-X award-winning product
for ease of use - LR1a with LRF118.

Sanus is introducing many exciting
new products at IFA, underlining
why they are the world’s leading AV
mount manufacturer… such as
vertical foundations and clever new
mounting technologies. But perhaps
the most exciting thing is the
addition of motorised products.

www.cleverdis.com
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Feature: from SPECIALreport by Sharp
Innovations in LCD Technology

THE NEXT GENERATION OF LCD-TV!
THE AQUOS XS1 LINE
With a contrast ratio of 1
000 000:1, wafer-thin
design
and
new
technology backlighting
assuring unprecedented
colour reproduction, the
XS1 range will impress
analysts and the public
alike.
Designed like “a single sheet of HighDefinition image”, the XS1 series
transcends the boundaries of the modern
TV with a body thickness of just 23 mm and
quite possibly one of the best black levels
on the market today.
The new technology backlight system
integrated in the XS1 series enables
brightness to be increased or decreased in
localised areas on the screen, fine-tuning
brightness to match perfectly with images

displayed. Power consumption of the
65-inch model is thus reduced to under 270
watts.
The quality of colour can leave you
breathless, as it shows the most natural
colour, which is especially true with skin
and metal colours. Also available is a new
option called “Gallery Mode” that shows
screensavers of your favourite painting.

Shown on the XS1, the quality is
comparable as seeing it in the actual gallery!
Coupled with a high quality speaker
system and an outstanding design, this is
indeed the “new generation” of LCD-TVs.

Exclusive Furniture Design
for XS1 by Spectral
The German high-end media furniture company, Spectral, has joined with
Sharp in a project to produce exclusive and outstanding design furniture
for the XS1 series. Sharp is presenting the furniture for the first time at IFA
2008. Number one in Germany, Spectral is one of the most successful A/V
furniture specialists in Europe, exporting to 40 countries around the world.
The success of the company is attributed to the hard graft of its workers,
coupled with highly functional design. Their designers start by thinking in
practical terms. After all, what is the use of a piece of furniture for a
television or hi-fi that looks good but struggles to stow all the A/V
components cleanly away?
According to Spectral, “Only once the technical issues, such as the interior
and exterior dimensions, cable guide, TV mount, etc. have been resolved, do we start thinking about how it looks. We strip
down the prototypes until nothing else can be omitted. The automatic result: a high quality piece of design. Or as Albert
Einstein said in his day: ‘the best design is the simplest one, the one that works’.” Recent awards show that the company is
on the right track. Spectral became the only A/V furniture brand to be awarded three Plus X seals for design by a first-rate jury
during the Plus X Awards.
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Feature: from SPECIALreport by Sharp
Taking a Star Role at IFA

THE NEW D65 SERIES FOR EUROPE

The new AQUOS series on show at IFA,
with TV’s ranging from 32” right up to
52” (by passing 37” and 46” models) is
a real eye opener thanks to a new
convenient design coupled with ecofriendliness.
Indeed, Sharp’s technical prowess
developed over time enables efficient
manufacturing of 46”and 52”LCD TVs at
their new Kameyama plant, producing
eighth-generation substrates.
The latest LCD technology achieves a
high contrast ratio of 20 000:1. This
enhances the clarity and expressiveness
of black colours, providing more realistic
pictures with fine gradations for movies
and other video content. It also enables
the panel to produce blacker blacks and
vivid colours even in brightly lit living
rooms to a degree possible only with
LCD.
Several new innovations bring a new
convenience:
• Quick start mode provides a quick start
after power is turned on. (The channel
call appears in less than 3 seconds and
you can watch TV in less than 5
seconds.)
• JPEG and MP3 files can be played
from connected USB memory.
• Three HDMI terminals to send digital
signals to compatible devices.
• Easily connectable to a game console
or camcorder using the terminals on
the side of the TV.
• Can perform scheduled recordings of
programming with EPG by using a
HDMI or a SCART cable.

www.cleverdis.com

It is also environmentally friendly:
• New Eco functions (Energy Save
mode, low-power standby, and Optical
Picture Control) provide low power
consumption.
• OPC automatically adjusts the screen
luminance to produce a bright picture
in bright surroundings and a darker
picture in darker surroundings.
By reducing the brightness when not
required, OPC provides both a picture
that is easier to view as well as energy
savings.
• Energy Save mode reduces the power
consumption during operation by
reducing the backlight intensity for all
audiovisual modes.

• Standby power consumption is at an
all-time low at just 0.5 Watts.
Also new is the Built-in Digital Tuner with
a built-in DVB-T tuner, C.I. (Common
Interface) slot for pay TV service, and
OAD (Over Air Download) to easily
update the software.
To see this new addition to the AQUOS
family line, be sure to stop at the Sharp
IFA stand at Hall 3.2 Booth 101.
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Feature: from SPECIALreport by Sharp
The “Must have Add-on”

SHARP’S LATEST BD PLAYER IN TOTAL
SYNERGY WITH TV THANKS TO AQUOS
LINK

A Synergy of Features
Sharp's latest Blu-ray Disc player, the BD
HP21 is the latest in the line of Blu-ray
disc players. With its slick, black finish it is
designed to match AQUOS TVs and is
compatible with the AQUOS LINK
system. With its 1080P performance and
24 Hz frame rate, it’s like going to the
movies but at home!
The Blu-Ray functionality is also an
innovative feature that offer
features such as picture-inpicture. It also has innovative
features such as HDMI
Version 1.3 for x.v. Colour,
Dolby, True HD and DTS-HD
Master Audio. With all these
new innovations, this new
player will be the "must have"
add-on for anyone buying a Full
HD AQUOS TV.
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AQUOS LINK enables easy operation of
not only a SHARP Blu-ray Disc player or
DVD player, but is also “future proof”,
meaning with one remote control, you
will be able to operate future products
in the AQUOS family. AQUOS LINK is
extremely user friendly, including
features such as Instant Playback,
meaning even when in Standby
mode, the machine automatically
starts playing. When you “power off”,
all machines shut down. The AQUOS
LINK makes your new digital lifestyle a
simple affair.

www.cleverdis.com

DESIGN IS EVERYTHING*

“Design” is a great word. Whether in engineering or in
creative endeavours, as a verb, “to design” refers to the
process of originating and developing a plan.
Designing a marketing/communication campaign can often
be even more important than the design of the product itself,
as sales reps and consumers are bombarded with an overload
of conflicting information. We at Cleverdis therefore hold the
belief that the growth of the CE Industry today will be
increasingly dependent upon INFORMATION DESIGN.
Through information design, presented in the form of
Cleverdis SPECIALreports, many of the world’s top CE

companies benefit from the fact that we are able to put
information into perspective for a market that hungers for
newfound clarity and simplicity.
IFA has chosen Cleverdis as the “information
designer” of IFA INTERNATIONAL, the official English
language daily magazine for the show.
Find out more on www.cleverdis.com
*According to wikipedia: Information design has been defined as the art
and science of preparing information so that it can be used by human
beings with efficiency and effectiveness.

Information Intelligence

